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Abstract
The range of evidence at the archaeological site of Gesher Benot Ya’aqov
(GBY) provides a window into the minds of 800,000-year-old Acheulian hominins. Detailed action sequences used in stone tool manufacture, and in the
exploitation of animals (over 70 taxa) and plants (over 130 taxa) are reconstructed, suggesting hierarchically organized decision chains with multiple
alternative pathways to completion. In terms of complexity and organization,
these action sequences rival those of modern hunters and gatherers and are
typical of a cognitive strategy known in psychology as expert cognition, or
expertise. In the modern world expert cognition drives many of our most esteemed activities, including chess, sport, musical performance, and medical
diagnosis. Cognitive models of expertise emphasize the role of retrieval structures, which are chunks of information activated in working memory and
linked by association to much larger chunks of information held in long-term
memory. The evidence from GBY documents the importance of long-term
memory, prospective memory, and cognitive control, and suggests that expert
cognition has been an important strategy in hominin cognition for at least
800,000 years.
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1. Introduction
The uniqueness of human cognition is expressed in social interaction, thoughts,
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and beliefs, which go beyond material culture remains. The latter is the common
substance of archaeological research, and it is only at about 45,000 years ago that
fully fledged modern cognition, associated with ornaments, mobile and cave art,
have been recognized and attributed to modern humans. The material culture of
earlier hominins mostly lacks artistic expressions and is dominated by stone artifacts whose makers are thereby considered by default less evolved (e.g., Herrmann et al., 2007). Stone artifacts are used by archaeologists to study the cognition of ancient hominins, applying a variety of approaches, including comparison to other tool-using primates (Schick et al., 1999), monitoring modern brain
activity during knapping (Stout et al., 2000; Hecht et al., 2014) and evaluating
the skill, dexterity, and cognitive abilities using psychological models (Herzlinger
et al., 2017; Feizi et al., 2018).

Literature Review
Evolutionary cognitive archaeologists have made several proposals concerning the
cognitive abilities of Acheulean hominins. Some consider the entire 1.5-millionyear Acheulean tradition as a whole, but most interpretations are valid only for
the better-known later phases, after 800,000 years ago. Some of these have focused on fairly narrowly circumscribed abilities drawn from the cognitive science
literature, including aesthetic cognition (Martin-Loeches, 2017; Berland & Wynn,
2018), cognitive control and working memory (WM) (Twomey, 2013; Stout et
al., 2015; Coolidge & Wynn, 2018), spatial cognition (Wynn, 2002), levels of intentionality (Cole, 2017), and Theory of Mind (ToM) (Dunbar et al., 2014).
Others have taken a broader approach, addressing such general domains as
fluid intelligence (Mithen, 1996), social cognition (Goren-Inbar, 2011), information processing (Gowlett, 1979; Bernard, 2010), social learning, skill, semiotics (Gärdenfors & Högberg, 2017; Stout & Hecht, 2017), and art (Goren-Inbar,
2011; Bednarik, 2003). A few have eschewed the mind/body dualism of the Cartesian stance altogether and explored the Acheulean record from the vantage of
Gibsonian psychology (Bril et al., 2012) and extended/embodied cognition
(Malafouris, 2013), and in doing so drawn attention to the ways the tool-toolmaker interaction could produce a very different kind of mindedness.
From these studies, it is possible to hazard several generalizations about the
later phases of Acheulean cognition. Many of the identified cognitive abilities
appear to have been quite modern. For example, late Acheulean spatial cognition
included the allocentric visualization abilities required for the mental rotation
tasks so popular in IQ tests (Wynn, 2002); indeed it appears likely that the entire
suite of human spatial cognitive abilities was in place by this time. However,
some important modern cognitive abilities are nowhere evident in the Acheulean record. Most salient are abstract reasoning (e.g., relying on classes of phenomena that shared only intangible features) and true symbolic thought (with
arbitrary reference). Recognizing these is undoubtedly difficult, but it is not impossible. Both abstract and symbolic thinking are clearly evident in archaeological
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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remains of modern humans as early as 100,000 years ago. For earlier hominins
there are only enigmatic hints, such as the Berekhat Ram figurine (Goren-Inbar &
Peltz, 1995). The assumption that late Acheulean hominins (<800,000) were
cognitively modern in many respects, but not in all, is supported by fossil evidence demonstrating brain sizes in the low end of the modern range (Rightmire,
2004).
In this paper, we use the psychological model of expert cognition (Ericsson &
Kintsch, 1995; Gobet, 2016) to examine the cognitive abilities of early Acheulian
hominins who lived at Gesher Benot Ya’aqov (GBY) 800,000 years ago and engaged in the procurement and processing of faunal, floral, and lithic resources.
Here we present a novel cognitive interpretation of this evidence, and suggest
that in most respects the technically mediated cognition of these hominins was
very similar to that of modern hunters and gatherers, the only obvious difference
being an apparent dearth of innovation and an absence of material symbols.

2. Gesher Benot Ya’aqov
Excavations at GBY revealed over 20 superimposed archaeological horizons
(sites), located on the shores of the paleo-Lake Hula in the Dead Sea Rift, on the
route from Africa to Eurasia. Its waterlogged sediments document a fresh water
lake margin environment encompassing some 100,000 years of hominin occupation (Marine Isotope Stages 18 - 20) dating to 800,000 years ago (Goren-Inbar et
al., 2000). Rapid sealing preserved a sedimentary archive rich in lithic, paleontological, and paleobotanical remains, minimally disturbed taphonomically (Feibel,
2004; Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar, 2010; Ashkenazi et al., 2010; Rabinovich et
al., 2012; Goren-Inbar et al., 2018). The lake margin provided the hominins with
optimal conditions within a small geographical zone, bounded by elevated terrains on the east and west. Wet and terrestrial habitats furnished a year-round
availability of fresh water and diverse ecological niches rich in floral, faunal, and
lithic resources. This biomass attracted Acheulian hominin groups who camped
there repeatedly, producing lithic artifacts, systematically exploiting and processing terrestrial and aquatic animals, gathering plant food, and using fire (GorenInbar et al., 2002b; Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar, 2010; Rabinovich et al., 2012;
Goren-Inbar et al., 2018).
Analyses of the lithic assemblages (Goren-Inbar et al., 2018) demonstrated
that the different raw materials were selected for particular tasks and predetermined target artifacts. The long lithic cultural sequence exhibits both variability,
expressed in the composition and frequencies of tool types, and conservatism,
expressed in the technological and typological traditions (Goren-Inbar et al.,
2018; Sharon et al., 2011).
The hominins of GBY adopted different reduction sequences for each of the
raw materials, differing in length and in the number of target artifacts. Moreover, in order to achieve their objectives, the knappers adjusted the knapping
processes to handle unpredictable circumstances (e.g. modifying a broken liDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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mestone percussive tool into a core to produce flakes (Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar, 2015). Analyses of the reduction processes illustrate that the knappers
used diverse core sizes (e.g. giant basalt cores vs. small flint cores) and core methods. Furthermore, during a single reduction sequence they were able to alternate between different reduction strategies while using percussors of different
materials, sizes, and hardness. Like other aspects of subsistence, the realm of
knapping required mobility, expressed in the introduction of not only raw materials but of semi-finished and finished tools, into and from the site (Sharon &
Goren-Inbar, 1999; Madsen & Goren-Inbar, 2004; Goren-Inbar & Sharon, 2006).
The hominins of GBY had detailed knowledge of their environment, the multiple resources it provided, and their seasonal availability (Goren-Inbar et al.,
2002a, 2002b; Rabinovich & Biton, 2011; Rabinovich et al., 2012; Melamed et al.,
2016; Goren-Inbar et al., 2018). In addition, evidence in both faunal and botanical assemblages indicates that the hominins exploited preferred species, a pattern
documented throughout the depositional sequence.
Analyses of the rich paleobotanical assemblages of GBY resulted in the identification of over 130 taxa, 76 of which were identified to the species level (Melamed
et al., 2016). Of these 55 taxa are edible plants that include nuts, fruits, seeds,
vegetables, and plants producing underground storage organs (Melamed et al.,
2016).
Animal exploitation included over 70 taxa and 34 identified species. These include fish (13 species, with marked abundance of large carps (Alperson-Afil et
al., 2009; Zohar & Biton, 2011)), amphibians (5 taxa, (Biton et al., 2018)), reptiles
(4 species, (Biton et al., 2018)), birds (19 taxa, (Simmons, 2004)), and micro
mammals (12 mammals, (Goren-Inbar et al., 2000; Rabinovich & Biton, 2011)).
There was a clear preference for medium and large mammals (19 species, (GorenInbar et al., 1994; Rabinovich & Biton, 2011; Rabinovich et al., 2012)), particularly
cervids, elephants, and hippos. Carcasses of large mammals were processed at the
site (elephants, rhinos, large bovids, and hippos) and were likely driven to the lake
edge, as their weight would have prohibited transportation. Small and mediumsized carcasses, predominated by fallow deer (Dama sp.), were transported to the
site where they were systematically exploited and processed.
The variety of resources were transported to the lake margin and processed
there. Analyses of the spatial distributions of the various occupational levels
suggest that activities were spatially organized. The controlled use of fire is documented throughout the occupational sequence and is spatially associated with
percussive activities and the exploitation of terrestrial and marine fauna (GorenInbar et al., 1994; Goren-Inbar et al., 2002a; Alperson-Afil et al., 2009; Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar, 2010; Zohar & Biton, 2011; Rabinovich et al., 2012; Melamed et al. 2016; Goren-Inbar et al., 2018).

3. GBY Technical Sequences of Activities
GBY provides a wealth of direct and indirect evidence of technically mediated
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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activities. Here we focus on four of the most informative examples, including
processing of fallow deer carcasses, exploitation of prickly water lily nuts, production of cleavers, and proximal modification of flint flake tools. In our chains
of inference we begin with patterns of archaeological data, identify the activities
that produced it, and then derive cognitive implications using a formal model of
cognition (following (Coolidge & Wynn, 2001; Wynn, 2002; Wynn & Coolidge,
2011; Coolidge et al., 2015)). The length of these technically mediated sequential
activities varies but they all exemplify the nature of hominin planning, knowhow, and decision making (Figure 1).

3.1. Processing of Fallow Deer Technical Sequence
Taphonomic analyses of fallow deer remains (Zohar & Biton, 2011; Rabinovich
et al., 2012) show that hominin expertise in handling this species was manifested
in a technical sequence that started with the procurement of complete animals
and ended with their consumption and additional utilization of particular elements (e.g., antler usage as knapping hammers). Fallow deer are the most abundant species at GBY and are represented by all anatomical elements, indicating
that hominins had primary access to complete animals, likely by hunting. The
systematic butchering of fallow deer involved several successive stages, documented in characteristic damage marks on the bones. These included skinning
(evidenced by cut marks on crania, metapodials, and phalanges), disarticulation
that included separation of the skull (evidenced by cut marks and hack marks on
atlases and mandibles) as well as separation of forelimb and hindlimb elements
(evidence by cut marks and hack marks on articulations of limb elements). Cut
marks on diverse elements (mandibles, vertebrae, ribs, scapulae, humeri, radii,
ulnae, pelves, femora, and tibiae) are evidence of defleshing and filleting. Finally,

Figure 1. Suggested extended technical sequences expressing expert cognition at the Acheulian site of Gesher Benot Ya’aqov; (a) Fallow deer exploitation (Rabinovich et al., 2008); (b) Prickly water lilly exploitation (Goren-Inbar
et al., 2014); (c) Production of basalt cleavers (Goren-Inbar et al., 2018); (d) Production of flint flake-tools
(Goren-Inbar et al., 2018); technical stages with archaeological evidence are marked by white font.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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marrow extraction is evidenced by percussion marks on humeri, radii, metapodials, femora, tibiae, and phalanges. This butchering sequence involved the use
of sharp edged stone artifacts (e.g. flint flakes) as well as percussive tools (e.g.
basalt and limestone hammerstones, anvils). The repetitive occurrence of these
bone damage marks is suggestive of a systematic practice that reflect an in-depth
knowledge of fallow dear anatomy and a consistent behavioral strategy. Similar
location and bone damage markings have been observed in remains from Upper
Palaeolithic sites (Rabinovich et al., 2008).

3.2. Prickly Water Lilly Technical Sequence
Hominin subsistence at GBY had a wide dietary breadth, enhanced by the use of
fire. The highly nutritious water nut Euryale ferox (Prickly water lily, common
name Makhana in Bihar, India) occur abundantly throughout the depositional
sequence and its fragmented shell remains are found on the archaeological horizons in co-occurrence with hearths, basalt anvils, pitted stones, and hammerstones (Goren-Inbar et al., 2014). This association suggests a specific analogy
from the vast ethnographic data on Euryale ferox, as detailed in previous studies
(Goren-Inbar et al., 2014).
Euryla ferox is a floating annual aquatic plant growing in shallow low-energy
or still-water bodies. The floating leaves and the underwater veins are densely
covered with sharp prickles and each plant produces 15 - 20 fruits, each containing 30 - 40 nuts. When the fruit is ripe it releases the nuts that are covered
with a mucilaginous arillus that holds them above the water surface for several
days, after which they sink to the bottom of the water body and later germinate
there (Jha et al., 1991). Considering its prickly nature and its lifecycle, exploitation of this plant necessitates routine observation and hierarchical processing
strategies for gathering and processing. Gathering of the nuts must take place
after they ripen and sink to the bed of the water body, as they are not washed to
the shore. This likely involved diving, as suggested by ethnographic studies
(Goren-Inbar et al., 2014). To exploit the kernel of the nuts, the nuts must be
dried, and the hard shell removed. This procedure involves double roasting and
the use of a variety of percussive tools. Such tools have been found spatially associated on the archaeological horizons at GBY (Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar,
2010). Ethnographic data suggest that popping (a two-stage roasting procedure)
of the nuts optimizes the nutritional value. In this procedure the heated moisture
contained in the nut vaporizes, releasing sudden pressure and resulting in expansion of the volume of the kernel (Goren-Inbar et al., 2014), as evidenced by
the fragmented archaeological nuts.

3.3. Production of Basalt Cleavers Technical Sequence
The most frequent cultural remains at GBY are basalt, flint, and limestone artifacts, which constitute the most informative source on hominin behavior and
cognition. Basalt was used at GBY for various percussive tools (e.g. anvils, hamDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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merstones), and for the production of bifacial tools: handaxes and cleavers, conforming to the “large flake Acheulian” (LFA) technological tradition (Sharon,
2010). The reduction sequence began with the procurement of massive, thick
slabs of alkali-olivine basalt from specific locations within the outcrop, as suggested by the material quality, bedding planes, and the existence of notches on
some of these massive slabs (Goren-Inbar, 2011; Goren-Inbar et al., 2018). These
were then fractured into more manageable pieces and modified by knapping into
giant cores, using at least four core reduction methods: bifacial, slicing, Kombewa and Levallois (Goren-Inbar et al., 2018). The volumetric principle of the slicing method uses the flat surface of the slab as a striking platform from which
large flakes are struck, slicing the entire volume of the slab. The bifacial method
uses both faces of the slab as striking platforms through alternating removals so
that each scar is used as a striking platform for the removal of the next large
flake. In the Kombewa method the dorsal face of a very large flake is used as a
striking platform for the removal of a large Kombewa flake. This flake is characterized by two ventral faces and a perfectly biconvex cross-section. The Levallois
method uses a core with two hierarchically organized and prepared intersecting surfaces, in which the lower part is used as a striking platform for the removal of a flake from the upper convex surface. The morphology of the Levallois flake is thus determined prior to its removal from the core. These different
methods produced large flakes that had appropriate morphologies to be used
as blanks for bifacial tools. Because these blanks had morphologies similar to
those of the desired end products, only minimal additional modification by retouch was required for the final modification, often restricted to the removal of
the striking platform and the thinning of the bulb of percussion (Goren-Inbar et
al., 2018).
The cleaver is defined based on the configuration of its distal working edge. In
the LFA, and in contrast to the convergent tips of a handaxe, the sharp working
edge of a cleaver was not formed by retouch but by the intersection of the flat
dorsal and ventral planes of a large flake. Such a working edge enables optimal
shearing capabilities and controlled penetrations, ideal for heavy cutting and
cleaving tasks (Claud et al., 2015). The basic design of the cleaver must have
been conceived prior to the removal of the flake blank on which it was produced.
A detailed examination of the distal configurations of the GBY cleavers has
shown that three different modes were employed in their production (Figure 2).
The first used the distal intersection between the two unmodified surfaces of a
Kombewa flake. The second used the distal intersection between the ventral face
and a remnant of a large negative scar on the dorsal distal end. The third used
invasive retouch to delineate an unmodified triangular surface at the dorsal distal edge (Herzlinger et al., 2017) (Figure 2). The observed profile morphologies
of the distal ends of the GBY cleavers (i.e. their convexity or concavity) indicate
that the production of blanks that bear these types of specific distal configurations
could have been achieved only by the Levallois and Kombewa core methods.
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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Figure 2. Predetermined types of cleavers: (a) Kombewa (GBY#100); (b) Large previous
scar (GBY#9896); (c) Delineated (GBY#5976); Ventral faces are marked in light blue and
previous core scar on dorsal face is marked in light violate.

This shows that the decision to produce a cleaver must have taken place in an
early phase of the reduction sequence, prior to the modification of the slab fragment into a core (Herzlinger et al., 2017).

3.4. Proximal Modification of Flint Flake Tools Technical
Sequence
Flint is the most frequent raw material used at GBY and its assemblages are characterized by the small size of the artifacts (Goren-Inbar et al., 2018). The reduction sequence of flint tools began in the selection of small flint nodules and their
transportation to the site. There, flint knapping focused on reducing the volume
of very small cores to produce small flakes. The following stage in the reduction
sequence was the modification of these flakes into the desired target products—
small retouched flakes (37.9% tools out of the flint flake assemblages, including
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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side-scrapers, notches, denticulates; (Goren-Inbar et al., 2018)). Many of the
flakes underwent an additional reduction stage, expressed by the removal of
their striking platform to acquire a flat, thin surface. Both modifications, retouch
and proximal thinning, required precision and dexterity and involved the use of
hammerstones of different sizes and hardness. The morphology of the newly
obtained proximal area is varied (pointed, curved or straight), suggesting that
these flakes were prepared for hafting (Alperson-Afil & Goren-Inbar, 2016).

4. GBY Hominin Cognition
Assessment of cognition using archaeological evidence requires the judicious
application of formal cognitive models (Garofoli & Haidle 2014; Wynn & Coolidge 2017). Cognitive science does not yet offer a comprehensive model of technical cognition per se. However, studies of modern expert cognition in domains
as varied as chess, medical diagnosis, and sport provide models of complex, multifaceted thinking (de Groot, 1965; Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995; Gobet, 2016). Expertise is a well-studied variety of thinking that powers many of our most impressive performances but is arguably not limited to exceptional individuals
(Wynn & Coolidge, 2014). It is an ecologically valid (Gobet, 2016) variety of
thinking deployed in real-world circumstances, and relies on a medley or cognitive resources including perception, motor memory and control, routinized sequences, and executive decision making (de Groot, 1965; Gobet, 1998; Ericsson
& Delaney, 1999; Ericsson et al., 2000; Gobet & Simon, 2000). Expert cognition
is thus an appropriate cognitive model for interpreting Palaeolithic remains, especially the technical and foraging remains that constitute the vast majority of
Palaeolithic evidence (Wynn & Coolidge, 2014; Herzlinger et al., 2017; Wynn et
al., 2017).
The most well-developed models of expert cognition focus on its memory
components (Gobet, 1998; Ericsson & Delaney, 1999). Experts demonstrate almost instant access to huge amounts of task-relevant information stored in
long-term memory (LTM). The key to this ability lies in the way expertise organizes this information. A ‘retrieval structure’ is a well-learned chunk (Simon &
Chase, 1973) of information stored in LTM and activated in WM (Baddeley,
2007). It consists of a set of cues linked by association to much larger encodings
of information in LTM. For example, the chess cue ‘King’s Indian Defense’ instantly accesses the position of thirty-two pieces on sixty-four squares over several successive moves, a feat of attention far beyond the capacity of WM alone.
Retrieval structures are not simple chunks of data. They organize information
into schemas (Arbib, 2005) that prioritize tasks and direct attention. These
schemas include template ‘slots’ that accommodate alternate values and facilitate
the rapid incorporation of new information (Gobet, 2016), an organization that
enables rapid problem assessment via pattern detection and selective search,
flexibility in response to a huge range of stimuli, automaticity of response, and
facility in learning new task-relevant information. Flexibility is a key element in
DOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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expert cognition, but it is not akin to creativity. Instead of creating new solutions
in the face of surprises in the task environment, which would be risky, the expert
instead falls back on the huge range of well-learned solutions to which he or she
has virtually instant access. The creation and solidification of chunks, including
retrieval structures, relies on the evolutionarily old learning mechanism of association. Thus, repetition is necessary, and expert cognition is famous for requiring thousands of repetitions, and years of dedicated practice to acquire mastery
(Ericsson et al., 2000; Gobet & Simon, 2000). In sport and craft production, retrieval structures consist almost entirely of pattern recognition and cues linked
directly to motor procedures. Although words can act as cues, retrieval structures are not language dependent.
How does expert cognition evolve? A retrieval structure is not a simple trait;
rather, it is a medley of well-learned patterns and responses underpinned by the
cognitive resources of perception, long-term memory, and cognitive control.
Natural selection can and certainly did act on all of these components. Of particular saliency are the organizational features of retrieval structures, which incorporate not just LTM capacity but also schema formation. WM capacity per se
is of comparatively minor relevance, but cognitive control mechanisms such as
response inhibition and task switching are essential to task-relevant, goal-directed
performance. Thus, the power and scope of retrieval structures could have evolved
via enhancement of any or all of the basic cognitive abilities.
The data from GBY indicates that these hominins relied on expert cognition
in their knapping, hunting and gathering activities. The variety of evidence from
GBY provides a rich set of examples, with the lithic reduction sequences and gathering of prickly water lily nuts being especially informative. The nested organization of stone tool manufacture, with stages and sub-stages, multiple discrete
steps, and decision points leading along alternative pathways to a variety of end
products, is precisely the kind of organization that guides modern craft production (Keller & Keller, 1996; Wynn & Coolidge, 2014). It was almost certainly
powered by expert cognition; indeed, as with modern craft production, the automaticity of expert retrieval structures would have been the optimal cognitive
strategy. In the manufacture of basalt cleavers, for example, the GBY knappers
possessed multiple alternatives stored in long-term memory. The variety of alternatives enabled the knapper to respond flexibly, making choices based on
perceptual cues provided by the type and geometry of the raw material, the nature of earlier knapping actions and decisions, and the type of tool they intended
to make. This was not simple iterative knapping. The knapper also needed to
monitor multiple sub-goals while knapping (e.g., thinning the bulb of percussion, weight reduction, and edge delineation), which required shifts in attention
and task switching. Thus, GBY knapping required not just well-learned procedural routines, but the cognitive control resources of WM, all organized into
well-learned schemas of expert retrieval structures.
The evidence of fallow deer exploitation corroborates the GBY hominins’ reDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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liance on well-learned expert routines that incorporated a variety of tools and
motor procedures introduced at different points in a temporally extended sequence of activities.
An even more impressive example of temporally extended action plans is provided by the palaeobotanical evidence for exploitation of prickly water lily nuts.
Ethnographic evidence provides a variety of specific examples of modern people
utilizing this resource, and all share a basic organization—scheduling according
to life-cycle of the plant, diving to recover nuts, carrying with containers of some
sort, drying and cleaning, roasting, and pounding to pop or remove the shells.
The GBY hominins must have followed this basic outline. This required a variety
of discrete routines (and retrieval structures), and sub routines. Unlike lithic reduction, water lily processing required retrieval structures tied to different materials and different contexts, all integrated into an overarching plan of action.
Moreover, each of these routines required a different set of skills; one’s ability to
maintain fire would not transfer to one’s ability to dive. And some of these routines (e.g., fire maintenance (Twomey, 2013)) subsumed elaborate sets of procedures in their own right. As with stone knapping, these routines and sub-routines
could have been executed using the LTM and WM of expert retrieval structures.
But one feature of gathering prickly water lily nuts suggests something more.
The activity required two dependent but temporally disjunct stages. The final
pay-off—edible nuts—required delayed execution, with hours, perhaps even days,
intervening while the nuts dried. This hiatus in operational sequence is quite informative. Such delayed execution required prospective memory, the ability to
remember to perform a task at a future time (Einstein & McDaniel, 2005). The
GBY hominins had to remember to complete the temporally disjunct task of
prickly water lily nut processing. Stone knapping and fallow deer processing also
had temporal breaks, but such a long temporal hiatus was not a necessary component of the operational sequence, and could have played out via more or less
continuous activity episodes interspersed with carrying. For water lily processing
other activities almost certainly intervened, each such activity drawing attention
away from water lily processing. The GBY hominins may have kept the water lily
task in attention by regular self-cueing, but this would have taxed a limited WM
capacity. It is more likely that prospective memory was a component of the
overarching retrieval structure of water lily utilization.

5. Conclusion
In sum, the scope and variety of technically enabled hunting and gathering activities evident at GBY appears to have been quite modern. This was not a foraging system that fell mid-way between ape and human foraging. It was indistinguishable in most respects from that practiced by modern hunters and gatherers. From a cognitive perspective, the activities evident from the archaeological remains could have been organized via the cognitive resources of expert retrieval structures, including long-term memory, cognitive control, and prospecDOI: 10.4236/psych.2020.111012
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tive memory.
How, then does GBY expertise compare to that of modern hunters and gatherers? One advantage of the expertise model is that it provides theoretical
grounding for comparison. How many retrieval structures were necessary for
lithic expertise at GBY, and for water lily processing? Preservation of course seriously truncates our ability to compare prehistoric actors to modern humans, or
even to more recent phases of the Palaeolithic. For example, reconstructions of
action sequences necessary for bow and arrow production and use in the Middle
Stone Age of South Africa clearly exceed the raw amount of information evident
in GBY procedures (Lombard & Haidle, 2012). But in the case of water lily
processing an extensive ethnographic record, and the processing requirements of
the plant itself, provide more grounds for the comparison. The GBY and ethnographic procedures are in this case very similar, and almost certainly relied on a
similar number of retrieval structures. Moreover the retrieval structures themselves were comparable, including an important role for prospective memory.
Thus there are good reasons for concluding that long-term memory capacity itself has evolved since the time of GBY.
In other respects GBY minds were also not yet modern. Compared to modern
technical culture, two features are completely missing from the 100,000-year
GBY sequence—innovation and symbolic culture. Technical innovation did occur during the one-and-half-million year duration of the Acheulean techno-tradition, but it was very rare. Even though expert retrieval structures provided flexibility, they were not inherently innovative; other cognitive resources underpin
creativity (Wynn & Coolidge, 2014). Nor does GBY present any evidence of artifacts that were clearly material symbols. Both creativity and symbolism are
components of modern technical cognition, but at the time of GBY these do not
yet appear to have been regular components of the hominin mind.
Technical expertise is a highly important, if underappreciated component of
human evolutionary success. Symbolism and language receive the lion’s share of
attention in discussions of human cognitive evolution, but expertise has arguably
been just as important, and has deeper roots. The GBY evidence indicates that it
has been an important component of human thinking for at least 800,000 years,
and in this respect the GBY hominins resemble modern humans far more than
they resemble earlier hominins.
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